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I. PERSONS INVOLVED

Subject/Involved Officer

Name:     Gregory Amundson, P# 12969    
Date of hire:    /07 
Area of assignment: Spring Valley Area Command (SVAC)   
Squad: SV35 (Flex)      
Call sign:      
Vehicle:    SV4474 
Shift hours:    1300-2300 hours 
Days off:    Sunday/Monday/Tuesday 
Statement given to FIT: No
Weapon  
 Make: Smith & Wesson 
 Model: MP9 Shield 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial number: 

Suspect  

Name: Joshua Wade
Date of birth (DOB):  /95 
Social Security number (SSN):  
ID number: 
Race: White  
Height/Weight: 5’9”/140 pounds
Hair/Eyes: Brown/Brown 
Address: 1004 N. 4th Street 

Las Vegas, NV 89101   
Weapon 

Make: Colt     
Model: Defender 
Caliber:  .177 BB/pellet gun   
Serial number: 13B02393  

Vehicle  
Year: 2016 
Make & model: Dodge Ram pickup truck 
Vehicle ID number (VIN): 3C6UR5NL0GG244672 
Registered owner: William Wyatt  
Address: 7867 Sea Horn Court 

Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Reported stolen under LVMPD event number 190700085690  

Criminal charges/offenses: Assault on Protected Person with Deadly Weapon 
Possess Stolen Vehicle  
Resist Public Officer with Firearm 
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II. PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The majority of LVMPD personnel who arrived on this event were documented on the LVMPD 
unit log. Refer to the unit log for a complete listing of those individual’s names, personnel 
numbers, and call signs.   
 
The below listed persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scene(s) of this 
event but were not on the LVMPD unit log.  
 
OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF/UNDERSHERIFF 
 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION (PIO) 
1) Director Carla Alston P# 8004  

 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 

1) Manager William Gibbs P# 7553  
2) Peer Counselor Cynthia Williams P# 8466 

 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Chief Deputy District Attorney Marc DiGiacomo 
 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

LAS VEGAS POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (LVPMSA) 
1) Representative Russell Wood P# 5266 

 
LAS VEGAS POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (LVPPA) 

1) Representative John Abel P# 9835 
2) Representative Chad Lyman P# 8262 
3) Representative Scott Nicholas P# 6676 
4) Representative Bryan Yant P# 6956 

 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

CLARK COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT – ENGINE 14 
 

MEDICWEST – UNIT 641 
1) A. Chavez 
2) B. Faroni  
3) S. Wulff 
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III. INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On July 17, 2019, at approximately 2054 hours, Alisa Williams contacted Las Vegas Metropolitan 
Police Department (LVMPD) Dispatch to report her garage had been burglarized and her 2016 
Dodge Ram pickup truck stolen from her driveway at 7867 Sea Horn Court. Spring Valley Area 
Command (SVAC) FLEX team officers responded to Williams' residence, and while investigating 
the burglary learned that Williams' truck was equipped with the Dodge Uconnect® anti-theft 
system, which enabled Williams to gain a real time location of the vehicle. Williams informed the 
officers the truck was in the area of Desert Inn Road and Sandhill Road. 
 
Officers Gregory Amundson, P# 12969, Maxwell Nitzel, P# 9863, and Garret Wilson, P# 9177, 
arrived in the area and attempted to locate the vehicle. After turning eastbound onto Raymert 
Drive, all three officers observed the stolen truck parked in a dirt area at the end of the cul-de-
sac. The officers observed a male subject, later identified as Joshua Wade, at the passenger 
side of the truck briefly before he walked around and got into the driver's seat.  
 
The officers, who were all in unmarked LVMPD vehicles, activated their emergency lights. 
Officers Nitzel and Wilson pulled their unmarked van directly behind the Dodge Ram occupied 
by Wade, and Officer Amundson parked his vehicle to the west of the other vehicles. Wade 
reversed the Dodge Ram, and while it was moving, opened the driver’s door and exited the 
vehicle. As Wade exited the vehicle, the driver's door struck him, and the vehicle backed directly 
into Officers Nitzel and Wilson's vehicle.  
 
Officer Amundson had already exited his vehicle and moved east toward the truck when Wade 
exited and faced Officer Amundson. Officer Nitzel stated he heard Officer Amundson yell, "Gun! 
Gun! Gun!" During Officer Amundson’s walk-through, which was not audio or video recorded, he 
stated, “He (Wade) was raising the firearm towards me, and that’s when I fired my service 
weapon.” 
 
Wade moved around the front of the truck where he fell to the ground and was taken into custody. 
Wade had apparent gunshot wounds, and officers began rendering aid. Wade was transported 
by medical personnel to Sunrise Hospital & Medical Center Trauma Center (Sunrise Hospital).  
 
Upon arrival of investigators, Detective Alexander Elkind, P# 14749, conducted a briefing. The 
following persons were present: 
 
1) Assistant Sheriff Tim Kelly, P# 3807  
2) Division Commander Christopher Jones, P# 4531 
3) Captain Stephen Connell, P# 6991 
4) Captain Kelly McMahill, P# 5307  
5) Lieutenant Joshua Bitsko, P# 6928 
6) Lieutenant Michael Gennaro, P# 5611 
7) Lieutenant Erik Lloyd, P# 3955 
8) Lieutenant Gregory Phenis, P# 8094 
9) Sergeant Shawn Smaka, P# 6098 
10) Sergeant Millard Walt, P# 9165 
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11) Detective Travis Busby, P# 9330 
12) Detective Zachary Davis, P# 13944 
13) Detective Jason Jennings, P# 6178 
14) Detective Jason Leavitt, P# 5814 
15) Detective Denise MacDonald, P# 8076  
16) Detective Scott Mendoza, P# 6878 
17) Detective Veronica Munguia, P# 14735  
18) Detective Blake Penny, P# 6042 
19) Detective Justin Roth, P# 13913 
20) Detective Walter Sharp, P# 7179 
21) Detective Andrew Ubbens, P# 13119 
22) Officer Lawrence Hadfield, P# 7171 
23) Officer James Stroud, P# 16170 
24) Director Carla Alston, P# 8004 
25) Crime Scene Investigations (CSI) Director Randal McLaughlin, P# 4170 
26) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor Stephanie Thi, P# 14373 
 
Following the briefing, Detective Leavitt was assigned as the lead case agent and tasked with 
the responsibility of documenting the crime scene with crime scene analysts. Detectives 
Mendoza, Penny, Sharp, and Ubbens were assigned to interview available witnesses and 
conduct weapon countdowns.  
 
IV. BODY WORN CAMERAS 
 
Officers Amundson, Nitzel, and Wilson were not wearing body worn cameras at the time of the 
incident. 
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V. HOSPITAL  

On August 18, 2019, at approximately 0050 hours, CSA Claire Browning, P# 15291, responded 
to Sunrise Hospital to photograph and document Wade's injuries, and photograph and collect 
evidence. The following are some of the photographs taken of Wade’s injuries and items 
impounded as evidence. For additional details, refer to Appendix A to view CSA Browning’s 
corresponding Crime Scene Investigation Report in its entirety, and Appendix B to view CSA 
Browning’s corresponding Evidence Impound Report in its entirety. 

  
Above: Joshua Wade while receiving treatment at Sunrise Hospital following his encounter with police.   
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VI. SCENE WALK-THROUGHS  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through was to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer location(s) at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
Officer Garret Wilson 
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0313 hours, Officer Wilson provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Detective Leavitt 
3) Detective Mendoza 
4) CSI Director McLaughlin 
5) CSA Supervisor Thi 
6) LVPPA representative John Abel  
7) LVPPA attorney Adam Gill 
 
During the walk-through, which was not audio or video recorded, Officer Wilson relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Wilson stated he exited the passenger side of the unmarked patrol vehicle, and the 
suspect (Joshua Wade) was located on the driver’s side of the stolen truck as the truck rolled 
back and struck the patrol vehicle. Officer Wilson moved to the front of the truck after the 
shooting. Medical personnel arrived and treated Wade while he was at the front of the truck. 
Officer Wilson placed an orange traffic cone on the sidewalk indicating his position at the time 
of the shooting.  
 
Officer Maxwell Nitzel 
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0320 hours, Officer Nitzel provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 
 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Detective Leavitt 
3) Detective Mendoza 
4) CSI Director McLaughlin 
5) CSA Supervisor Thi 
6) LVPPA attorney Adam Gill 
7) LVPPA representative Scott Nicholas  
 
During the walk-through, which was not audio or video recorded, Officer Nitzel relayed the 
following information: 
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Officer Nitzel stated he exited the driver’s side of his unmarked patrol vehicle and approached 
the suspect (Joshua Wade) who was located at the front of a truck. Officer Nitzel placed an 
orange traffic cone on the ground indicating his location at the time of the shooting, and also 
placed an orange traffic cone indicating Wade’s location at the time of the shooting. 
  
Officer Gregory Amundson 
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0328 hours, Officer Amundson provided a walk-through of 
the scene in the presence of the following persons: 
 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Detective Leavitt 
3) Detective Mendoza 
4) CSI Director McLaughlin 
5) CSA Supervisor Thi 
6) LVPPA attorney Adam Gill  
7) LVPPA representative Chad Lyman  
 
During the walk-through, which was not audio or video recorded, Officer Amundson relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Amundson exited his unmarked patrol vehicle and positioned himself at the front of his 
vehicle. Officer Amundson placed an orange traffic cone on the ground indicating his location at 
the time he fired his weapon. Attorney Gill asked Officer Amundson, “What did the suspect do 
that caused you to be in fear for your life or the safety of the other officers?” Officer Amundson 
replied, “He was raising the firearm towards me and that’s when I fired my service weapon.” 
Officer Amundson then placed an orange traffic cone on the ground where he believed the 
suspect (Joshua Wade) was located at the time of the shooting.   
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VII. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT 

On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0158 hours, Detective Ubbens interviewed Sergeant Noe 
Larios, P# 7166, in reference to the Public Safety Statement (PSS) he obtained from Officer 
Amundson. Also present during the interview was LVMPSA representative Russ Wood, and 
Lieutenant William Huddler, P# 7789. Below is the transcript of the interview.  

Note: Detective Ubbens is designated by (AU) and Sergeant Larios is designated by (NL).

AU: Operator, this is Detective Ubbens, P# 13119, with the Force Investigation Team, 

conducting a Public Safety Statement interview reference an OIS that occurred under 

event 190700085690. Today is July 18, 2019, at 0158 hours. Currently at 3920 Raymert 

Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89121. Conducting the interview with Sergeant Noe Larios, N-O-E

L-A-R-I-O-S, P# 7166. Call sign . Also present is Sergeant Russ Wood, P# 5266, and 

Lieutenant William Huddler, P# 7789. Uh, Sergeant Larios, did you conduct a Public 

Safety Statement tonight? 

NL: Yes, I did.  

AU: And who did you obtain that statement from? 

NL: Officer G. Amundson, spelled A-M-U-N-D-S-O-N, P# 12969, operating as call sign 

.   

AU: And can you please tell me what questions you asked him and what his responses were? 

NL: I read a Public Safety Statement from a preprinted LVMPD, uh, 613 card it looks like, and 

I asked him several questions. Question 1: “Did you discharge your firearm?” He 

responded, “Yes.”

Question 1A: “If so, in what direction?” He responded, “Northeast.”

Question 1B: “Approximately where were you located when you fired?” Uh, he responded, 

“Near the curb,” uh, “by the silver car,” and pointed in that general direction. 

“How many shots do you think you fired?” which is question 1C. He stated, “Two shots.”

Question 2: “Is anyone injured?” Response was, “Yes.”

Uh, “If so, where are they located?” Um, “En route to the hospital.”

Question 3: “Are there any outstanding suspects?” And he responded, “No,” therefore, I 

did not questions A through E since they’re not applicable. 

Question 4: “Is it possible the sus...” ff…“suspect fired rounds at you?” He responded, 

“No,” so therefore, I did not ask questions A through C. 
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 Question 5: “Do you know if any other officers dischar...” th…“discharged their firearms?” 

He answered, “No,” so I did not ask questions 5A or B since they’re not applicable.  

 Question 6: “Are there any weapons or evidence that need to be secured and protected?” 

He responded, uh, “Yes.” 

 Question 6A: “If so, where are they located?” He pointed in the direction of a gun, which 

is on the driver’s side on the ground near the Dodge truck that was stolen, and also 

pointed to the general area near the curb and a…another silver vehicle, which were 

casings.  

 “Are you aware of any witnesses?” which is question 7. Responded, “Yes.” 

 7A: “If so, what is their location?” And, uh, at that time they were near the patrol car, and 

the witnesses…witnesses were Officer Nitzel and Officer Wilson.  

AU: Okay, thank you. Any other questions?  

(No audible response).  

AU: Okay. Operator, the same people are present. Time is 0202 hours.  
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VIII. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  

On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0400 hours, Officer Amundson had his duty weapon counted 
down inside of the mobile command vehicle which was parked in the area of the 3900 block of 
Raymert Drive. Involved and witness officers were photographed by CSI personnel for 
appearance purposes, and their weapons were photographed for identification purposes.  

The following persons were present during the countdown: 

1) Detective Mendoza 
2) Detective Sharp 
3) Detective Ubbens 
4) Officer Amundson 
5) Senior CSA (SCSA) Danielle Courtney, P# 12712  
6) CSA Radson Muradpejohi, P# 16467 
7) LVPPA representative Chad Lyman  

Officer Amundson was dressed in plainclothes as part of his position as a FLEX team officer. 
Officer Amundson wore a tactical vest on his upper body with the word "POLICE" in yellow 
across the chest. Officer Amundson’s handgun was carried inside the waistband of his pants on 
the left side of his body and secured in a holster. 

Prior to countdown Officer Admundson was asked how many cartridges were loaded in his 
firearm (magazine + chamber) prior to discharging the weapon. Based on the recommendation 
from LVPPA representative Chad Lyman, Officer Admundson declined to provide that 
information.   

Make Smith & Wesson
Model M&P Shield
Serial Number
Caliber 9mm 
Weapon Mounted Light N/A
Ammunition Speer 9mm Luger +P
Cartridge in Chamber 1
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 7 cartridges

Countdown: 5 cartridges
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 10 cartridges

Countdown: 10 cartridges
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 10 cartridges

Countdown: 10 cartridges

When compared to evidence at the scene, detectives concluded Officer Amundson discharged 
his firearm two times. Officer Amundson’s firearm, magazines, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Courtney.  
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IX. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE

On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0050 hours, SCSA Courtney responded to 3920 Raymert 
Drive to photograph and document the scene, and photograph and collect evidence. The 
following are some of the photographs taken of the overall scene and items impounded as 
evidence. For additional details, refer to Appendix C to view SCSA Courtney’s corresponding 
Crime Scene Investigation Report in its entirety, and Appendix D to view SCSA Courtney’s 
corresponding Evidence Impound Report in its entirety.  

Above: Area overview of where the OIS occurred.  
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Above: Aerial overview of the scene, evidence, and officer/suspect locations.  

  
Above left: Wade’s dropped firearm.
Above right: Wade’s dropped cell phone, wallet, and keys. 

Above left: Photograph of the impact between the Dodge Ram pickup truck and unmarked LVMPD vehicle. 
Above right: Damage from the impact caused to the unmarked LVMPD vehicle.  
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X. THIRD PARTY VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
Super Mini Mart – 3342 S. Sandhill Road, #1 
 
On July 23, 2019, at approximately 1221 hours, Digital Forensic Lab (DFL) Detective Jeffrey 
Lomas, P# 13420, responded to the Super Mini Mart located at 3342 S. Sandhill Road, #1 to 
collect video evidence. The video system was located in the business manager's office and was 
a standalone unit. The embedded time stamp on the video system was approximately 51 minutes 
slower than real time. For a full report of the system, refer to Appendix E. 
 
There were five different camera angles downloaded by Detective Lomas with footage from 1900 
hours through 2359 hours on July 17, 2019. Camera 5 faced east on the side of the business, 
and captured a portion of Raymert Drive. At 22:39:32 hours (internal clock time stamp, not actual 
time) two vehicles drove east on Raymert Drive. Due to the time of night and how dark the street, 
the make, model, and color of either vehicle was not observed. Based on the time stamp of when 
the OIS was broadcast over the police radio, it is believed those vehicles were the unmarked 
LVMPD vehicles the officers were driving when they made contact with Wade. Approximately 
ten minutes later, marked LVMPD vehicles were observed with emergency lights activated as 
they drove east on Raymert Drive. Prior to the possible LVMPD vehicles, no vehicles were 
observed travelling eastbound on Raymert Drive for approximately 34 minutes. 
 
Cameras 13 and 14 were off the front of the Super Mini Mart and captured views of the parking 
lot. The stolen Dodge Ram nor Wade were ever observed on footage captured by either of those 
cameras.  
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XI. PERSONS CONTACTED  

In addition to the people previously identified in Section I of this report, the following persons 
were contacted in reference to their knowledge of the facts and circumstances related to the 
incident:  

LVMPD Officers/Personnel

Name: Maxwell Nitzel 
Date of hire:   /07
Area of assignment:  SVAC
Squad:   SV35 
Call sign:   
Vehicle:   4668  
Shift hours:   1600-0200 hours 
Days off:   Sunday/Monday/Tuesday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Garret Wilson 
Date of hire: /06  
Area of assignment: SVAC  
Squad: SV35 
Call sign: 
Vehicle: 4668 
Shift hours: 1600-0200 hours 
Days off: Sunday/Monday/Tuesday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Civilians

Name: Jorge Orlando Guerrero  
DOB: /62  
SSN: 
ID:   
NV OLN: 
Mailing Address: 2212 Port Avenue 

Las Vegas, NV 89106  
Phone number: 
Employer: 4T Construction 
Occupation: Drywall installer
Shift hours: 0700-1900 hours 
Days off: Various  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
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Name: Wayne Kline 
DOB: /72  
SSN: 
ID:   
NV ID Card:   
Address: 3920 Raymert Drive 

Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 

XII. INVESTIGATION  

Subject/Involved Officer 

Per LVMPD Policy 6/002.03, Post Use of Force Procedures, a subject (involved) officer, that 
being an officer or supervisor who participated in, directed, or influenced the application of the 
use of force, may provide a recorded statement to FIT investigators. If given, subject (involved) 
officer statements should be taken at least 48 hours after the incident, unless the 48 hour time 
period is waived by the subject (involved) officer.  

Officer Gregory Amundson  
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0331 hours, Lieutenant Lloyd contacted Officer Amundson 
to see if he would provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators; Officer Amundson declined.  

Witnesses 

Jorge Orlando Guerrero 

On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0214 hours, Detective Sharp conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Jorge Orlando Guerrero at Raymert Drive and Sandhill Road. Below is a summary 
of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 

Guerrero stated he was in the area to return a drill he had borrowed. After returning the drill, 
Guerrero was sitting in his vehicle on the southeast part of the cul-de-sac on Raymert Drive 
when he saw a lifted, brown colored king cab truck travel east on Raymert Drive and park on the 
west side of the street along the curb. The vehicle stayed there for approximately five minutes 
then moved to the north side of the cul-de-sac and behind Guerrero, and parked behind a large 
trash dumpster prior to officers’ arrival. Guerrero believed the truck may have had more than 
one occupant. 

Guerrero stated approximately three to five minutes after the truck moved, two additional 
vehicles traveled east on Raymert Drive and turned to the north at the end of the cul-de-sac. 
Guerrero said one vehicle was in front of him and one behind him facing toward where the truck 
was parked. Guerrero said he then saw the truck’s backup lights come on and the truck moved 
in reverse. As this occurred the two vehicles moved slightly forward, and almost simultaneously 
red and blue lights from the two vehicles turned on and he observed the occupants exit the 
vehicles. Guerrero said he knew then the occupants of the two vehicles were police officers 
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because they were wearing what he thought were bulletproof vests outfitted with the word 
“POLICE” in yellow lettering on the backs. 
 
Guerrero stated the occupants from the truck got out and started to run. Guerrero then heard 
officers yelling, “Metro Police, stop!” Guerrero said the occupants from the truck continued to run 
and that is when he heard more than one gunshot. Guerrero then saw one of the occupants from 
the truck go down to the ground. Guerrero then saw officers approach the truck and look inside 
for other occupants. 
 
Wayne Kline 
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0303 hours, Detectives Sharp and Ubbens conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Wayne Kline at 3920 Raymert Drive. Below is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Kline stated he was lying down on the top of his RV when he observed a silver colored, four door 
Dodge truck travel east on Raymert Drive. The driver of the truck pulled onto the dirt lot east of 
his location and stopped behind a bakery truck. Kline said one of the occupants got out of the 
vehicle and started wandering around the area. 
 
A few minutes later the driver exited the truck. Kline recognized the driver of the vehicle as 
“Josh,” but did not know Josh’s last name. At one point Josh called the other subject by the 
name of “Eric.” Kline said he later recognized Eric as a person who used to reside with him. Kline 
stated that while Josh walked around he carried a black colored handgun in his right hand. 
 
Kline stated both subjects walked to the east and began walking in the dirt area. Kline got off the 
top of his RV and approached them. Kline told them they needed to leave the area, or he was 
going to call the police. 
 
The two subjects continued to wander the area, and Kline observed two vehicles travelling east 
on Raymert Drive without their headlights activated. The vehicles pulled behind the truck and 
activated red and blue emergency police lights. Josh went back to the truck and put it into 
reverse, causing it to move backwards as police van, which had arrived,moved forward toward 
the truck. 
 
As the truck and van moved toward one another, Kline states he saw the officers from a black 
vehicle exit and quickly move toward the truck. Kline said Josh got out of the truck and moved 
toward officers. The officers told Josh to “freeze,” which was followed by two gunshots. Kline 
stated when Josh was shot by officers he was still holding the gun in his hand. Kline said he 
heard Josh yell, “You shot me!” as the officers approached and took him into custody. 
 
Officer Garret Wilson 
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0333 hours, Detective Penny conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Wilson in the 3900 block of Raymert Drive inside LVMPD vehicle 19430. 
Also present for the interview was LVPPA representative John Abel. Below is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 
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On July 17, 2019, Officer Wilson and his partner, Officer Nitzel, were contacted by Officer 
Amundson in reference to a burglary and grand larceny auto that occurred within their SVAC 
patrol area. Officer Amundson requested assistance at the scene with the investigation. 
 
Upon arrival, Officer Wilson was briefed and learned the stolen vehicle was able to be tracked, 
and had been taken to a location within the Southeast Area Command patrol area. Officers 
Wilson and Nitzel, along with Officer Amundson, drove in their unmarked LVMPD vehicles to the 
area. Upon arrival on Raymert Drive, the officers drove to the end of the cul-de-sac and observed 
the parked stolen truck. 
 
Officer Wilson observed the suspect (Joshua Wade) standing at the passenger side of the truck 
and open the rear passenger door. Wade then appeared to notice the officers and got into the 
driver’s seat. Wade started the engine and placed the vehicle in reverse. Officers Wilson and 
Nitzel parked their unmarked vehicle behind Wade and activated their red and blue emergency 
lights. Officer Amundson did the same with his unmarked vehicle. Officers Wilson and Nitzel 
exited their vehicle, Officer Wilson on the passenger side, and he saw Wade exit the driver’s 
seat. Officer Wilson then heard a crash as the stolen truck rolled into the front of his and Officer 
Nitzel’s vehicle. Officer Wilson then heard two gunshots, but could not see who was shooting. 
 
After the gunshots Wade appeared at the passenger side of the stolen truck. Officer Wilson saw 
Wade holding a flashlight. Wade was issued verbal commands to get on the ground, and he 
complied. Officer Wilson approached Wade to place him in handcuffs, and Wade stated, “You 
shot me. Why did you shoot me?” Officer Wilson saw Wade was suffering from a gunshot wound, 
and heard over the LVMPD radio officers broadcast shots were fired and request an ambulance.  
 
After Wade was in custody, Officer Wilson walked around the truck and observed a black, 
semiautomatic handgun lying on the ground in close proximity to the driver’s side door of the 
truck Wade had exited. 
 
Officer Maxwell Nitzel 
 
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 0334 hours, Detectives Ubbens and Sharp conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Officer Nitzel at the 3900 block of Raymert Drive. Also present for 
the interview was LVPPA representative Scott Nicholas. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officers Nitzel and Wilson were partnered together and were requested by Officer Amundson to 
assist with a stolen vehicle investigation. Officers learned the stolen vehicle was equipped with 
a GPS tracker, and were provided a possible location for the stolen vehicle.  
 
When Officers Nitzel and Wilson arrived in the area they observed the stolen truck parked at the 
north end of the cul-de-sac. There was a white male (Joshua Wade) at the passenger side of 
the truck. The officers waited in the cul-de-sac while they put on their tactical gear. Officer Nitzel 
turned on his high beam headlights to prevent Wade from seeing inside their vehicle.  
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Officer Nitzel observed Wade at the passenger side of the stolen truck. Wade then walked to the 
driver’s side of the truck. The officers decided to initiate contact with him. When Wade entered 
the driver’s seat of the truck, Officer Nitzel observed the reverse lights activate. The officers 
planned to close the distance and initiate emergency lights and sirens while the truck was 
reversing. While the truck was reversing, Wade exited the truck and was struck by the driver's 
door, which caused him to stumble. 
 
Officers Wilson and Nitzel exited their vehicle and identified themselves as police officers; Officer 
Nitzel drew his handgun. Officer Amundson approached from the west and yelled, “Gun! Gun! 
Gun!” Officer Nitzel heard two gunshots. Wade fell to the ground and screamed, “You shot me! 
You shot me!” Officer Nitzel observed a flashlight in Wade's hands. 
 
Officer Wilson approached Wade from the south and placed him into custody. After he took 
Wade into custody, Officer Wilson lifted Wade's shirt and observed he had gunshot wounds in 
the chest and back. Officer Nitzel retrieved his tactical gear and gloves in order to render medical 
aid. While he attempted to assist Wade, Officer Nitzel observed a gun on the ground near Wade. 
He described the gun as a black semiautomatic handgun.  
 
Officer Nitzel did not observe any other people in the immediate area of the stolen truck. He 
noticed there were other white males in a dirt lot to the south, but they were not observed near 
the truck.  
 
Suspect 
 
Joshua Wade 
 
On July 21, 2019, at approximately 1749 hours, Detectives Leavitt and Mendoza conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Joshua Wade at Sunrise Hospital, Tower 3, room 5527. Below is 
a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Wade was confined to a hospital bed, in police custody, and under watch by a corrections officer 
from the Clark County Detention Center. Wade was read his Miranda rights by Detective Leavitt, 
to which Wade stated he understood and was willing to speak with detectives. 
 
Wade stated that he had been living in the desert area near where he was taken into custody, 
and had used heroin earlier in the day of the shooting. According to Wade, his father, James 
Wade, lived in an unknown name apartment complex at Desert Inn and Sandhill Road near the 
desert where he sleeps. Wade stated on the night of the OIS he was with a friend by the name 
of Daniel. He only knows Daniel from the streets and stated he's "one of the, you know, regular 
addicts that are around there," and is a transient who lives in the desert like Wade. Wade didn't 
know a last name for Daniel or where he might be located.  
 
Wade stated he ran into Daniel, who was in the Dodge truck, at the Super Mini Mart located at 
the corner of S. Sandhill Road and Raymert Drive. He explained that he had never seen Daniel 
in a vehicle before, but did not question where or how he had an expensive truck. Wade had hid 
clothing near the walking path at the end of the cul-de-sac of Raymert Drive and Daniel offered 
to take him to it. Once at the end of the cul-de-sac, Wade claimed that he and Daniel shot a 
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pellet gun for practice for about 20 minutes, and had just finished when he observed cars coming 
down the street.  
 
Upon seeing the vehicles, Daniel told Wade to take the truck to the Super Mini Mart and he 
would meet him there. Wade climbed into the driver’s seat of the vehicle and observed the 
vehicles "blue light him." He realized the vehicles were police and put the truck into reverse. As 
the truck moved backward, he opened the driver’s door. Wade stated he either threw the gun 
out of the door or it dropped, but could not recall which. He stated that as he stepped out of the 
truck, which was moving, he observed the officers and knew they were police. Wade recognized 
it was the police because of the lights on their vehicle, but also the identifiable gear they wore 
stating "Police." Wade yelled "Don't shoot," as he exited. He was hit by the car door, heard four 
gunshots, and realized he had been shot.  
 
XIII. TIMELINE    
 
The below timeline based on computer aided dispatch (CAD) provides a reconstruction of events 
which transpired on Wednesday, July 17, 2019, in relation to the non-fatal OIS that occurred at 
3920 Raymert Drive.   

 
Time  

(hours) Description of Event/Action 
2054 Alisa Williams called LVMPD Dispatch to report her garage had been burglarized, 

her truck keys taken, and her truck stolen from her driveway.   
2145 Officer Amundson was en route to Williams' residence. 
2209 Officer Amundson arrived. 
2313 Sergeant Larios responded to the area of Desert Inn Road and US 95. 
2333 A Code Red (emergency exists, emergency radio traffic only) was requested over 

the radio, shots fired was broadcast. 
 
XIV. SEARCH WARRANT 
 
On July 19, 2019, a search warrant was obtained and signed by the honorable Judge Jacqueline 
Bluth, for the cell phone of Joshua Wade. No items related to the burglary or stolen vehicle were 
discovered on the hard drive of the phone. For additional details of the warrant, refer to Appendix 
F. 
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XV. FORENSICS REQUESTS/RESULTS 
 
Firearm Examination 
 
Function Testing and Ballistic Comparison Evidence 
 
On July 19, 2019, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Leavitt 
on Officer Amundson’s firearm for a function test and ballistic comparison evidence.  
 
On August 26, 2019, Forensic Scientist Roy Wilcox, P# 15651, submitted the Report of 
Examination: Firearms. Refer to Appendix G for results.   
 
Latent Prints 
 
On July 24, 2019, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Leavitt 
for latent print examination.  
 
On July 30, 2019, Forensic Scientist II Linda Manigault, P# 15987, submitted the Report of 
Examination: Latent Prints. Refer to Appendix H for results.  
 
On July 26, 2019, an additional LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by 
Detective Leavitt for latent print examination.  
 
On July 31, 2019, Forensic Scientist II Linda Manigault, P# 15987, submitted the Report of 
Examination: Latent Prints. Refer to Appendix I for results.  
 
 
 
 


